2020 UA Cares Donation Recipients through the UA Foundation

Donate Today:

UAccess https://uaccess.arizona.edu/
UA Foundation https://give.uafoundation.org/uacares

4
4-H Camp
A
Accounting Department Discretionary Fund
Act Against Cancer
Acute Care Nurse Prac-Endowment Hold-Rignore
Adaptive Athletics
Aerospace/Mechanical Engineering
African American Student Affairs
Agriculture and Life Sciences
AHSC Library
Alexander, Mary A. Nursing Memorial
Alzheimer's Research
Anthropology Department Endowment Fund
APGAR: Freedom Center
Arizona Assurance Endowment
Arizona Public Media
Arizona Public Media Gift
Arizona State Museum Collections
ArtWorks
ASM Administration Fund
ASM Basketry Project Astronomy
Athletics Scholarship

B
Band Restricted Gift
Baseball Donation (UAF)
Better Than Ever Fund
Better Than Ever Program
Biomedical Engineering Support
Black Alumni Scholarship
Bob and Jayne Collier Support Fund
Bolton Guitar Fund
BTE-STOPECK
C
CALA Building and Landscape Support
CALS Scholarships
Campus Health Services
CAPLA: Planning Fundraiser
Carter, Herb(Fdn.) Scholarship
Cataldo, John G. Architecture Scholarship
CBC Graduate Scholarship
Center for Creative Photography
Center for Educational Resources in Cultural Language and Literacy
Center for Insect Science
CESL Program Support
Cheerleading / Mascot Endowment
Children's Research Center
Circle Scholarship
Cole, Jack Scholarship
College of Humanities
College of Medicine
College of Nursing
College of Pharmacy Fund
College of Public Health
COM Phx Piper Library Fund
COM-PHX Annual Giving
COM-Phx Brick Campaign
COM-Phx Golf Tournament
COM-PHX Scholarship Fund
COM-PHX White Coat Sponsor Program
Confluence Center
Cooper Center
Cusanovich, Michael A. Galileo

D
Da Vinci Circle
Dance Partners Math Department: Recruitment and Retention Daniel Bartlett Scholarship Fund
Dean's Circle of Excellence
Diabetes Research
Diabetic Youth Camp
Don Post Student Travel Endowment
Donnerstein Media Scholarship
Drach MD, George Endowed Chair-Urology

E
Economics Discretionary Fund
Education Erasmus Circle
Edward and Esther Nix Endowment
Eller College Faculty Fellows Fund
Eller College: Dean's Discretionary Scholarship
Eller MBA Scholarship
Emily Krauz Staff Endowment Fund
English Depart General Disb Acct CALS Development Discretionary Fund
Erasmus Circle Scholarship
Evers Word and Place Fellowship

F
Frankle, Reva T. Endowment
Friedli, Vernon F. Scholarship Endowment
Friends of Agriculture
Friends of History
Friends of the Arthritis Center
Friends of the Library
Friends of the Poetry Center

G
Galileo Circle Dean's Fund
German Studies Support
Grana, William A. MD Endowment
Gruener Travel and Research
Grunewald-Blitz Clinic
Gumble, Maggie Scholarship
GWS-Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy
GWS-Women's Plaza of Honor

H
Harris, Sir Mitchell Endowed Scholarship
Hispanic Alumni Scholar
History: Faculty Research Fund
Honors College Study Abroad Award Endowment
Hruby, Victor Fellowship/Chemistry

I
ICA Capital Campaign: UAF
ICA/BD General ICA Capital Campaign
Immunobiology General Gifts
International Collection of Literature

J
Jo, Nam Kook Scholarship
Jo, Nam Kook Scholarship Endowment
John Taylor Endowment
Joseph, Miranda Endowed Lecture
Journalism General Gift
Jr. Biotech
K
K-12 Outreach Programs
Kenneth A. Lovstrom Memorial
KEYS Internship Program
Kids for Steele
KUAT FM Classical
KUAT TV

L
Law College Association
LGBTQ Affairs
Library
Literacy for Life
Lough, Otis Scholarship
LPL Gift Account

M
Management Information Center
Marroney Circle of Friends
Math for America
MBNA COM Alumni Scholarship
MCB Undergrad Scholarships
Medicine Circle
Med-Start Phoenix Program
Meister, Joel S. Endowed Scholarship
Mel and Enid Zuckerman
Michael A Wells Research Endowment
Michael Cusanovich Endowment
Michael Family Global Health
Mind, Brain and Behavior Support
Mobile Clinics Program
Molecular and Cellular Biology

N
National Center Interpretation
Native American Resource Center
Norton School/Family and Consumer Sciences
Nursing Endowed Scholarship
Nursing Faculty Memorial Fund
Nursing: PhD Scholars-Endow Hold-Shaver
Nursing--Minority Fund
Nutritional Sciences Fund
O
O.M. Hartsell Memorial Scholarship

P
Pardee, Robie Landscape Arch Scholarship
Park-McGinnies
Partners in Public Health Prevention and Lifestyle
Pediatric Rheumatology Research
Philosophy of Freedom
Physics Department Agricultural Education
Physics Gift Fund
Physiology
Physiology Department
Picchioni, Albert and Theresa Endowment
Poetry Center
Poison & Drug Info Center

R
R. F. Chapman Prize Endowment Fund
Raymond E White Jr. Scholarship
Religious Studies
Richard Kissling Scholarship Endowment

S
SALT Program: Learning Skills Center
Sarver Heart Center
SBS Magellan Circle
SBS Staff Advisory Council
School of Architecture Support
School of Art
School of Music
Science: Galileo Circle
Science: LPL Gift Account
Scottish Rite: UA Child Language
Sibley Resident Education Fund
SIROW-WISE Program
SLHS: Student Scholarship Fund
Soil/Water Environmental Science
Speech and Hearing Sciences-UAF
Speech, Language and Hearing
Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences Scholarship
Steven M Gootter Chair
Student Affairs: Discretionary Fund
Student Programs: Blue Chip Susan and Saul Tobin Endowment
The Emerging Filmmakers Fund
The Honors College
The Institute for LGBT Studies
Theatre, Film & TV-Fund for Excellence
Think Tank Fund
Toubassi, Elias Math Scholarship Endowment
Traditions, Transitions, Treasures
Travel: Philosophy
Tucson Village Farm

UA Campus Arboretum
UA Cares Undergraduate Scholarship
UA Employee Emergency Fund
UA Foundation
UA Global International Friends
UA Retirees Assoc./Yall Scholarship
UA Science Mobile Phone Giving
UA South Student Scholarship
UAF Grants & Awards
UAF Grants and Awards Faculty Seed Grant
UAF President’s Office Holding
UAPresents
UARA TR Rehm Grad Scholarship
UBRP Endowment Holding
Undergrad Biology Research
University of Arizona Police Department (UAPD) Support Fund
Unrestricted Athletic Funds

Van Ort Nursing Faculty Development Endowment

Weinberg, Michael Award
Wilbur and Wilma Wildcat Scholarship
Wildcat Club
Wings on Words Center Preschool
Wolfe/McCaughhey Nutrition Science Endowment
Women's Basketball Donation (UA)
Women's Studies: GEMS